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Generalist repositories and indigenous 
knowledge 
•Many archives have large holdings of content about (and from) 

Indigenous communities and people

• Increasing recognition of the need to understand, include and 
represent indigenous forms of knowledge and rights in repositories 
and archives

•This presentation is an introduction to work currently occurring in the 
Dataverse community to support this 

•Key aim is to recognise and enable indigenous data sovereignty: “The 
right of Indigenous Peoples and nations to govern the collection, 
ownership, and application of their own data.”







https://www.gida-global.org/care 

https://www.gida-global.org/care


About Local Contexts

• Local Contexts is a global initiative that supports Indigenous 
communities with tools that attribute cultural authority of heritage 
and data. By focusing on Indigenous Cultural and Intellectual Property 
and Indigenous Data Sovereignty, Local Contexts helps Indigenous 
communities repatriate knowledge and gain control over how their 
data is collected, managed, displayed, accessed, and used in the 
future.



TK/BC Labels

Indigenous communities

• reinforce rights by applying TK and BC Labels

• Traditional Knowledge (TK) and Biocultural (BC) Labels 
establish Indigenous cultural authority and governance over 
Indigenous data and collections by adding provenance 
information and contextual metadata (including community 
names), protocols, and permissions for access, use, and 
circulation.

• The Label descriptions can be customized by Indigenous 
communities to ensure that their local and traditional 
protocols are embedded in those Labels.

• When Indigenous communities apply those Labels to 
relevant Projects, the Labels will be used as an identifier to 
define how their cultural material is accessed and used

Institutions and researchers

• disclose interests by placing Notices

• Notices are tools for institutions, repositories, and 
researchers to support ethical use and reinforce 
relationships with Indigenous communities. They also work 
to educate the public around Indigenous rights and 
interests in historical and future collections and data.

• Institutions and researchers can create Projects for cultural 
materials they protect and apply Notices to them.

• By applying Notices it will notify Indigenous communities of 
Indigenous rights and interests in these collections and 
data.



Presenting and representing indigenous 
knowledge

https://scd.landcareresearch.co.nz/Specimen/CHR%20559987%20A 

https://scd.landcareresearch.co.nz/Specimen/CHR%20559987%20A


About the Dataverse Project

• The Dataverse Project is an open source web application to share, preserve, cite, 
explore, and analyze research data. It facilitates making data available to others, 
and allows you to replicate others' work more easily. Researchers, journals, data 
authors, publishers, data distributors, and affiliated institutions all receive 
academic credit and web visibility.

• A Dataverse repository is the software installation, which then hosts multiple 
virtual archives called Dataverse collections. Each Dataverse collection contains 
datasets, and each dataset contains descriptive metadata and data files (including 
documentation and code that accompany the data). 

• The central insight behind the Dataverse Project is to automate much of the job of 
the professional archivist, and to provide services for and to distribute credit to 
the data creator.

• https://dataverse.org/about 

https://dataverse.org/about




How do we represent indigenous knowledge 
and rights in the Dataverse platform?
Local Contexts and TC/BC Labels and Notices: 
Displaying Notices

• The text, icons, and titles for the Notices 
cannot be changed.

• The only changes that can be made to the 
descriptive text is replacing the placeholder 
“our institution” with the name of the 
institution displaying the Institution Notices.

• The Notices are intended to be displayed 
prominently on public-facing institutional 
websites, on digital collections pages, and or in 
finding aids.

• When displaying the Notices, the title, icon, 
and text must all be displayed.

• The Notices should be applied at a metadata 
field level.

Dataverse:

• DDI based

• Capable of presenting broad range of 
metadata

• Includes licensing, discovery metadata, access 
controls, …

• BUT:

• Designed for representation of metadata 
consistent with traditional notions of rights, 
knowledge and access

• How do we enable and appropriately reflect 
indigenous knowledge and rights within a 
“traditional” repository framework



What would we need to incorporate?

•Representation of knowledge (e.g. TK/BC Labels)

•Recognition of indigenous ownership rights (data access)

•Curation of knowledge

•Presentation of this information in the Dataverse portal



The approach

•Established discussion between Dataverse, Local Contexts and active 
indigenous and non-indigenous service providers, researchers and 
developers, following the 2022 Dataverse Community Meeting

• Series of meetings from September 2022 to present, looking at 
scoping of possible project requirements and use cases
• Included case from the ADA associated with the Indigenous Data Network 

project in Australia

•Opportunity to pilot some integration as part of the NIH GREI 
program, of which Dataverse is a part

•Proposal currently in development with NIH through Harvard as 
Dataverse project leads



Pilot tool (pre-project)

•RIDAGOP toolkit: https://toolkit.ridagop.net
•Developed by Ramin Soleymani-Fard and the team at the 

Social-Ecological Systems Research Group, Laboratory for the Analysis 
of Social-Ecological Systems in a Globalised world (LASEG) is a 
research group at the Institute of Environmental Science and 
Technology, Universitat Autònoma de Barcelona (ICTA-UAB)

•Collaboration with Local Contexts

•Demonstration of toolkit: https://dataverse.org/dataversetv, April 
2023

https://toolkit.ridagop.net/
https://dataverse.org/dataversetv




Integrated with Dataverse External CV support

Source: Tykhonov, 2021, DV Community Meeting



Next steps

•Ongoing engagement with NIH on funding for pilot project

• Scoping of requirements 
• Integration methods for connecting Dataverse to Local Contexts (via LC API 

services) and 
• Suitable user interface for presentation
• Curation workflows for including labels and notices

• That align with community and repository practices and capabilities

• How to align to notices from specific communities

•Proposal to NIH expected in second half of 2023
• More on this from Sonia


